
Applying 

God’s Order 
In Your Chaotic World

Dominion and awe belong to 
God; He establishes order in the 
heights of heaven.

 Job 25:2

“ We felt inspired and motivated 
to take the useful, practical tools 
you presented to help get our 
lives in control. The inspirational 
information you provided helped 
us understand how we can be 
better stewards of our time and 
belongings. We appreciated the 
spiritual applications you shared 
on dealing with our practical 
issues. Our ladies were so 
encouraged they have asked for 
you to come back annually.” 

Deborah Hertle
Grace Church of Fredericksburg VA

Take from our souls all strain and stress
And let our ordered lives confess

The glory of Thy peace.

John Greenleif Whittier

Professional Organizing Service

thatorganizer@rcn.com
www.thatorganizer.com

540-220-4966

“ Attendees loved your presentation. 
Evaluation sheets listed your 
presentation as their favorite. 
Excellent job! 

Jeanette Ellis, Shilo New Site Church



Because we are made in the image of God, who 
is order personified, we have an innate need 
for order in our lives. More importantly, there 
is a distinct biblical basis for the discipline of 
organized living.

Applying God’s Order In Your Chaotic World 
is a biblical approach to ordering our lives to 
become better stewards of the time, space and 
possessions God gives us. 

This seminar addresses questions such as

Is my home conducive to spiritual growth? Is 
it a place of refuge and comfort?

What is the cost of disordered living physically, 
mentally, emotionally, relationally, spiritually, 
and in loss of time, space and money?

Can living more organized advance the 
Kingdom of God?

How does disorder affect my family? 

Where does my time go?

How many irreplaceable hours do I spend 
dealing with “stuff” that could be spent on 
life enhancing and eternal endeavors?

How many hours did the Proverb 31 woman 
have in her day? What did she accomplish? 

 

About Your Presenter
Sue Marie Bowling’s passion for order and its 
benefits is infectious and inspiring. She is a 
highly effective and motivating speaker whose 
devotion to God’s word is apparent in every 
aspect of life. With humor and warm stage 
presence Sue Marie encourages women to 
reframe their thinking about time, space and 
stuff. She provides them with practical tools to 
create environments that enrich their lives, and 
the lives of those they touch, and which allow 
them to be more available to God and His 
ultimate intention for their lives.

Sue Marie has owned and operated 
ThatOrganizer.com (formerly known as 
Prescription for ORDER) professional 
organizing service since 1995 and is a Golden 
Circle member of the National Association of 
Professional Organizers. She is also a member 
of the National Study Group on Chronic 
Disorganization and Faithful Organizers. She 
has been a contributing writer to various 
publications including Fredericksburg Parent 
and Smart Organizing by Sandra Felton (2005 
Revell) and has been featured in The Potomac 
News, The Free Lance Star, The Richmond Times 
Dispatch and other news media including 
B101.5 radio.

“Order is Heavn’s first law.”
Alexander Pope 688-744

“ Anyone spending any time listening 
to, then implementing ideas from Sue 
Marie will benefit tremendously! We 
highly recommend her!” 

Shelly Thompson, Ebenezer UMC

This program is designed to engage, 
encourage, inspire and equip women to create 
and maintain a culture of order in their lives 
that reflects the peace and beauty of our 
creator. It includes six hours of biblically 
based comprehensive material, hands-on 
demonstrations and handbook. Sue Marie 
offers valuable insight into the root of 
organizational challenge as well as realistic 
solutions. Topics include:

“Disorganization: The Cost and the Cure”

“The Colossians 3 Challenge”

“Profile of the Organizationally Challenged”

“The Sacred Art of De-Accumulation”

 “ The 25th Hour: Seizing Control of God’s Gift  
of Time ”

“ Power Over Paper: A Prescription for Paper-
pile-itis”

“The Titus 2 Woman”

“Home As a Haven: Havoc or Holy Ground?”

Applying God’s Order has enriched the lives 
of hundreds of women and has proved to be 
a wonderful outreach opportunity to women 
who do not regularly attend church. It is an 
excellent program for women’s conferences 
and can be adapted or abbreviated to meet the 
particular needs of your group.

For further information or to request a media 
pack contact us at:

thatorganizer@rcn.com

540-220-4966


